Discovery Research
The Discovery research began with a
Kick-off Workshop mid-January 2019
and ran until mid-March 2019.
Research activities included:
● shadowing staff from participating Councils
to understand and see first-hand how taxi
licence applications are processed
● focus groups
● interviews with taxi operators and drivers to
understand their motivators, attitudes and
barriers with the application process
● collaborative design and service scope
workshops with the participating Councils

Download the discovery research poster (pdf)

The service today
Across all three councils the current taxi licensing
services are heavily paper-based. They rely on
multiple points of face-to-face contact.
Most of the service steps are consistent across all three councils,
with the exception of the Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) course.
However, each council’s processes, policies and order of activities
differ. They also use different systems and staff roles to support the
service. Each council is also at a different stage of digital
transformation and adoption.
This presents a great challenge to standardising the service
nationally.
A previous project* in 2016 looked at the use of GOV.UK Verify. That
project confirmed that these differences are likely to be replicated
on a national scale.
*www.localdigitalcoalition.uk/resource/july-2016-discovery-findings-for-transfor
ming-local-authority-taxi-licensing-services-using-gov-uk-verify/

●

Taxi Licensing service is a cost neutral service and
therefore each application fee varies per authority
depending on the total cost of the licensing service. For
example, the average national cost of a new driver
licence is £280 but this varies from £66 to up to £591.

●

Approximately 68% of authorities currently operate
using only paper-based processes, with only 8% fully
digital.

The service today
Taxi drivers perceive the current service as
not good value for money. There is also
disparity between the taxi drivers’ and
operators’ expectations, and the council’s
responsibilities.

3.

Common pain points of the current experience

4.

Complex language – Complex language makes it difficult to
self-serve for certain tasks online. For example, finding the
correct application form or sourcing information. Applicants
can misinterpret vital details. They often complete incorrect
forms because the online information is out of date. They are
then further irritated by being told to repeat tasks.

5.

Payment – All council services use a centralised cashier, one
council supports payment direct to their licensing
department, via card transactions. Payment is seen as a
hassle, as users who need to see a cashier have to wait,
causing additional delays to in-person appointments, or
travel to another location when their preferred payment
method isn’t available.

1.

2.

Service users in urban locations often have to travel between
multiple council locations to complete different tasks.

Time – This was the biggest pain point for both
council staff and users. The licensing process and
dealing with enquiries is a lengthy process. Operators
reported applicants often find a different job because
of the long wait.
The external DBS process, which councils can’t
influence, has the biggest impact on timescales.
Limited resources – Some service delays are caused
by a lack of council resources, including MOT testing
slots, meeting room availability, and CSE courses.

Requirement for physical meetings – The number of
face-to-face meetings causes frustration, especially for users
who have to travel long distances in rural locations.

Key themes of the service today
The user research found key themes in the
experience of applying for a taxi licence,
vehicle licence, and the overall perception
of the service.
Digital appetite
There’s a desire for a simple and efficient digital process
from everyone involved. Each user group described a clear
benefit to themselves, and in some instances, how they
believed it would benefit the wider audience. Digital literacy
of drivers varies. Some will need support if they struggle
with technology or have limited access to the web.
Perceived unfairness within the service
Perceived unfairness generates a lack of confidence in the
service amongst applicants. Existing applicants often hear
information second-hand fuelling rumours of unfairness,
such as larger operators receiving preferential treatment.

Applicants are also sceptical about how licensing fees are
spent and question the effectiveness of the current safety
procedures they pay for – highlighting how they believed
the DBS check was redundant as it isn't updated
throughout the year.
Lack of confidence in the systems and process
Internally, there is a lack of confidence in the processes
which support the service, leading to multiple handoffs,
double checking and additional steps for the applicant such
as proof that they have picked up a licence.
Responsibilities
Applicants are expected to complete the process
independently, although some operators offer support to
those who need it. Operators shared how they believe it is
the Council’s responsibility to screen applicants, ensuring
they’re ‘fit and proper’ to become taxi drivers.
It’s apparent that each council distributes tasks and
responsibilities differently among their staff. This needs to
be addressed going forward to achieve a standardised
process.

Key themes - continued
Transfer of information between council and applicant
The Councils feel that the information they provide isn’t
always acknowledged by applicants, resulting in repetitive
questions. Applicants feel some tasks in the process are
duplicated or they are confused by their unclear purpose.
Time
Everyone involved is frustrated by the time-consuming
process and the multiple locations. Operators struggle to
recruit drivers as applicants often drop out due to wait
times.

Other themes we identified
Communications
Applicants want better communication with the Councils
and improved customer service.
Costs
Applicants are confused around licence fees and types of
licence, how to pay and when.
Council’s appetite for change
Council employees want a reliable system they can trust
and a reduction of paper-based processes.
DBS
There are inconsistencies with the DBS process and who is
involved. The process can be very lengthy. Repeating it
annually can be a pain point.
Duplication of effort
Multiple reviews and checks of applicants can slow down
the process, leaving it vulnerable to human error. The
duplication of data in forms frustrates applicants.

Download the research poster (pdf)

Frustrations with vehicle licencing
The process for applicants consumes time and resources
unnecessarily; it is long-winded, involves repeatedly
providing the same information each year and is unclear.
Safety
Drivers often shifted focus to their own safety concerns.
Only two out of three councils provide CSE training. They
were prompted by a national incident.
Service is not value for money
Service expectations vary between council staff and
applicants. Independent drivers shared frustrations with
how the cost of living has increased but not every council
has raised the price of fares.
Standardisation
Multiple parts need standardising to create a uniformed
solution. These include stages in the process, requirements
from applicants, employee responsibilities, and rules and
regulations.

The service across all 3 councils is lengthy, complex
and inconsistent. To move forward, we used
‘moments that matter’ on both the taxi driver and
vehicle licensing journeys. This helped to pinpoint
the areas impacting the user experience most.
Driver licence moments that matter
1.
First contact with the council
2.
Receiving application pack
3.
Completing knowledge test and getting results
4.
Attending CSE course
Vehicle licence moments that matter
1.
First contact with the council
2.
Completing vehicle licence forms
3.
Booking vehicle test
4.
Vehicle test
5.
Receiving licence from council

Downloads
All user needs from discovery (pdf)
User needs and moments that matter (pdf)

Understanding user needs is vital to delivering
services that people want to use. Needs can be
practical and functional tasks. They can also include
emotional factors such as needing more
confidence and reassurance.
You can achieve a quality service with greater uptake and fewer
inaccuracies by designing and delivering a service that:
●
●

meets practical and emotional user needs
Supports business goals

User groups
Following our first-hand user research, we created user needs from the
identified themes for both driver and vehicle licence processes. We
categorised them into three user groups:
●
●
●

someone applying for a licence (applicant),
operator
Council licensing team

The initial user needs identified in this Discovery phase were
created after the analysis and theming of the research findings,
using insights directly from someone applying for a driver licence
(or vehicle licence) operators, who are applying for a licence or
supporting a potential taxi driver and council licensing staff.
All the user needs created in Discovery are documented in the ‘Initial
user needs’ (pdf) document, categorised into three groups:
●
●
●

Prioritised user needs - that were identified as important for
any service improvement.
Additional user needs - to also consider when designing and
developing the service.
Potential user needs - that require further investigation to be
validated and refined.

Going forward
These user needs should be revisited throughout the design and
development of the service, to make sure the service reflects the users’
true needs. Any further identified user needs should be validated with
user research and added to the spreadsheet.

As someone applying to become a taxi driver,
I need to know the timelines involved, so that I
know when I can start work.

As a taxi operator, I need to
understand the total of costs involved
in the various licensing processes, so
that I know how much I will need to
pay to licence drivers and vehicles

As the council licensing team,
we need to be clear on the rationale
behind application decisions, so that
we can be confident in accepting or
rejecting applications.

